Comply or Cry:
6 EPA Regs You Can’t Afford to Ignore
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Stormwater 40 CFR 122
Regulates discharges to prevent stormwater from
washing pollutants into local surface waters such
as streams, rivers, lakes or coastal waters.
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What it means to you: If you must comply, you need a discharge
permit and a plan that describes how you will control and prevent
illegal discharges.
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Why you’ll cry: Fines for
SPCC violations have ranged
from $500– $200,000.
Help to comply:
PIG Spill Kit in 95-Gallon
Overpack (KIT202) is a key
component for your spill plan.
Cost: $622

PLR403

KIT202

40 CFR 264.173

40 CFR 264.1086(c)

Containers must be closed except when adding
or removing hazardous waste.

Containers must be equipped with a cover and
closure devices that form a continuous barrier
with no visible holds, gaps or other open spaces
to the interior of the container.

What it means to you: If you’re using a drum to collect
hazardous waste, you can’t take the drum lid off and not put
it back on properly.

What it means to you: Containers storing VOC-containing liquids
must be kept closed to minimize vapor emissions when liquids are
not being transferred.

Why you’ll cry: Penalties of up to $25,000 per day.
Help to comply:
PIG Latching Drum Lid
(DRM659) has a unique design
that makes it easier to access
the drum, minimize vapor
emissions and meet
haz-waste regulations.
Cost: $299
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Regulated facilities with above-ground oil storage
capacity greater than 1,320 gal. or underground
storage capacity greater than 42,000 gal. are
required to have written, site-specific spill plans.
What it means to you: If you have bulk oil storage at your facility
that falls under the regulation, you need to write and implement
a Spill Prevention Control & Countermeasure (SPCC) Plan.

Why you’ll cry: Fines range
from $5,000 –$50,000 per day.
Help to comply:
PIG DrainBlocker Drain Cover
(PLR403) seals drains tight
for quick spill response
or long-term, outdoor
deployment. Cost: $421

SPCC 40 CFR 112.3

Why you’ll cry: Penalties
of up to $25,000 per day.

DRM659

40 CFR 264.175
Secondary containment is required for all
containers of hazardous waste.
What it means to you: If a primary container holding hazardous
material fails, or if any material leaks from that container, you must
have a secondary containment measure in place to avoid a release.
Why you’ll cry: Failure to comply through negligence can result in
fines of up to $25,000 per day.
Help to comply:
PIG Poly Spill Containment
Pallet (PAK210) helps you
secure hazardous liquids in
drums with a molded-in sump
that catches leaks and spills.
Cost: $335

Help to comply:
PIG Burpless Drum Funnel
(DRM1125) lid seals completely
to help reduce vapor emissions.
Cost: $269

PAK210
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DRM1125

SPCC 40 CFR 112.7
You must have appropriate spill control
and countermeasures in place and provide
containment and/or diversionary structures
or equipment to prevent a discharge of oil.
What it means to you: You must prevent oil spills from
getting into the environment.
Why you’ll cry: Penalty of up to $1,000 per barrel for
uncontrolled oil spills.
Help to comply:
PIG Build-A-Berm Barrier
(PLR222) lets you construct a
semi-permanent, high-visibility
spill barrier that’s exactly the
size and shape you need,
indoors or out. Cost: $710

PLR222
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